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I.

INTRODUCTION

Appellant Natache Goncalves Menezes (“Natache”) appeals from a
trial court order awarding Respondent Tim McDaniel (“Tim”) $200,000 in
sanctions under Family Code section 271. She argues that the $200,000
award is not supported by substantial evidence. Her appeal must fail
because:
1. This is a judgment roll appeal. The record of oral proceedings
is incomplete. The trial court took testimony on Family Code
section 271 sanctions on June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017
and explicitly reserved jurisdiction over sanctions at those
hearings. Therefore, this Court is required to assume that the
$200,000 Family Code section 271 sanctions award was
supported by substantial evidence.
2. Even with this incomplete transcript, substantial evidence still
supports the award of $200,000 in sanctions.
3. Natache’s appeal should also fail under the disentitlement
doctrine. Natache willfully violated Rule of Court 1.150 and
then violated a court order when she refused to turn over her
illegal recordings of the Court hearings. This has led to a
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necessarily imperfect record of oral proceedings on appeal,
which Natache must not benefit from.
II.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. The Hearing Held on June 13, 2017
On May 31, 2017, Tim filed his Responsive Declaration to Petitioner
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes’ (“Natache”) Request for Order. (1 RA 4.) First
In his Responsive Declaration, Tim requested “Attorney Fees for
Respondent and sanction in the amount of $20,000 pursuant to Family
Code 271, CCP 2023.010, and CCP 3294.” (1 RA 5.)
On June 13, 2017, the Court held the hearing regarding the Request
for Order. (1 RA 11.) As seen in the Minutes of the Family Court, both
Tim and Natache were sworn in and examined at this hearing. (1 RA 11.)
The Minutes further state that the court “does not issue sanctions as to
either party at this time.” (1 RA 13.)
On August 25, 2017, the Findings and Order After Hearing
(“FOAH”) for the June 13, 2017 hearing was filed with the court. (1 RA
14.) The FOAH states that the Court “also reserved jurisdiction over the
HSBC Account, the stock, and Attorney Fees and Sanctions.” (1 RA 14.)
The attachment to this FOAH further states that, based on the evidence and
argument presented, the trial court reserves jurisdiction over attorney fees
and sanctions until the Review Hearing. (1 RA 16.) The Court set the
8
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Review Hearing for August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.m. to address the orders as
made as well as the issues over which the trial court reserved jurisdiction
over. (1 RA 16.)
B. The Hearing Held on August 29, 2017
On August 29, 2017 the Court held a Review Hearing. (1 RA 17.)
Pursuant to the Minutes of the Family Court, both Tim and Natache were
sworn in and examined at this hearing. (1 RA 17.) In addition, the Court
called Dominique Goncalves Francelino as a witness. (1 RA 18.) After
being sworn in, Ms. Francelino took the witness stand and the trial court
examined the witness. (1 RA 18.) The trial court again reserved
jurisdiction as to attorney fees and sanctions. (1 RA 18.)
On January 3, 2018, the FOAH for the August 29, 2017 hearing was
filed with the court. (1 RA 20.) The attachment to this FOAH states that,
based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court reserves
jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until the Review
Hearing. (1 RA 22.) The Court set the Review Hearing for January 16,
2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the orders as made as well as the issues over
which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. (1 RA 22.)
C. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on October 5, 2017
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On October 5, 2017 an ex parte hearing was held. (1 RA 19.) At
this hearing, the Court set a further hearing regarding sanctions for January
16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. in department D17.
D. Tim’s Declarations
On January 10, 2018, Tim filed a supplemental declaration in
support of his request for attorney fees and sanctions. This declaration was
admitted into evidence. (1 CT 44.) In his declaration, Tim outlines several
costs that he must pay regarding this action. He states that he has had to
pay $990 to “file the process against her [Natache] preventing her from
transferring my house to her attorney.” (1 CT 44.) Tim also states that he
will have to pay $3,500 in property fees. (1 AA 115.) Tim states that his
attorney fees for Attorney Eva Bischoff will be about 20% of the value of
the house. (1 AA 116.) If the Court has any questions regarding Tim’s
attorney fees, he states that his attorney would be available to the Court via
CourtCall on the date of the hearing, January 16, 2018. (1 AA 116.)
Lastly, Tim states that he has had to cover the costs to obtain translations of
the Brazilian processes which will add up to “thousands” of dollars. (1 AA
116.)
On February 27, 2018 Tim filed a declaration in support of his
request for attorney fees and sanctions. This declaration was admitted into
evidence. (1 CT 44.) In his declaration, Tim explained a portion of his
10

expenses that he has incurred due to legal proceedings. (1 CT 44.) Tim
stated that he incurred approximately $80,000 in California attorney fees
and approximately $10,000 in Brazilian attorney fees. (1 CT 44.) Tim
stated that at the conclusion of this matter he will owe approximately 10%
of the value of his home in Brazil, which was then worth approximately
$131,364.07 in U.S. dollars. (1 CT 44.) Tim asserted that he has paid
$7,000 to his attorney in order to file the processes in Brazil to stop the
property from being transferred. (1 CT 44.) Tim stated that it will cost him
at least $10,000 to have the property transferred once the litigation is over.
(1 CT 44.)
Tim state that Natache “was delinquent on property taxes and she
owes (per Court order) a minimum of $9,000. [Natache] has perjured
herself again and represented that she paid these taxes.” (1 CT 44.) Tim
had to pay for international flights from Sri Lanka and other locations to
San Diego for these hearings. (1 CT 44.) Tim had to pay for translations
for all Court documents in Brazil and these costs will continue because “we
return to Court yet again with the same facts and requests.” (1 CT 44.)
Tim also stated in his declaration that he had filed a Request for Order and
a second contempt, but the Court had yet to hear either of his requests. (1
CT 44.)
E. Statement of Decision of March 29, 2018
11

On April 30, 2018 the Statement of Decision was filed with the
court. (1 AA 167.) Pursuant to this document, this matter came on for
hearing regarding Tim’s various requests for attorney fees and sanctions.
(1 AA 167.) The Court’s orders were made pursuant to Tim’s requests per
Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP §3294 that he made in his
responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017. (1 AA 167.) The Court
reserved jurisdiction over Tim’s requests at the hearing on June 13, 2017.
(1 AA 167.) The Court also made its orders pursuant to Tim’s subsequent
request for order filed October 5, 2017, in which he requested fees under
Family Code §271, §2031 and §3294. Tim also filed a supplemental
declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 2018 and February 27,
2018. (1 AA 167.) In making its ruling, the Court considered all of
Natache’s and Tim’s declarations filed under penalty of perjury in this
matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016. (1 AA 167.)
The Court awarded Tim $200,000 in fees as a sanction under Family
Code §271 for Natache’s repeated actions which thwarted Tim’s ability to
take ownership of his separate property residence on Quartini Bianchi
Street. (1 AA 167.) Natche’s actions thwarted any enforcement of the
court’s orders, and caused protracted litigation around an issue that was
heard and settled by the Court numerous times. (1 AA 167.) The main
issue heard by the Court was the transfer of Tim’s separate property home
12

in Brazil by Natache to Tim. (1 AA 167.) Although the home had been
purchased during marriage, and was titled solely in Natache’s name, on
May 5, 2017 the Court found that Tim had successfully traced the home to
a separate property source and found the property to be his sole and
separate property. (1 AA 167.)
In the Statement of Decision, the Court ordered that the $200,000
was a cash sanction that was separate and apart from the value of the
Quatrini Bianchi residence. (1 AA 168.) The Court elaborated that
sanctions are warranted because on December 12, 2016 Natache was
ordered to transfer the property to Tim. At that hearing, the Court denied
Tim’s then outstanding fee request and ordered Natache to grant to Tim
power of attorney to transfer the property no later than January 12, 2017.
(1 AA 168.)
However, Wife did not provide a power of attorney to effectuate that
transfer by January 12, 2017 and she was held in contempt of court on
August 4, 2017 for her failure to do so. (1 AA 168.) On August 22, 2018,
there was evidence that Natache did provide a power of attorney to Tim,
but this power of attorney did not transfer ownership to Tim and had a
number of provisions not acceptable to Tim that went beyond the court’s
orders. (1 AA 168.) Natache was then timely provided with a power of
attorney drafted by Tim’s Brazilian attorney after the August 29, 2017
13

hearing. (1 AA 168.) At that hearing, Natache was ordered to cooperate in
executing the power of attorney and she was further ordered to not make
any disposition of the property in Brazil. (1 AA 168.) Natache did not
cooperate and Tim was forced to come to court ex parte on October 4, 2017
in order to get Natache to comply with the Court’s order that she sign the
power of attorney provided by Tim’s Brazilian attorney. (1 AA 168.) In
addition to Natache’s lack of cooperation with signing an appropriate
power of attorney, which resulted in Tim incurring substantial attorney
fees, the Court also found that Natache had been deliberately hiding
information from Tim regarding a very significant development in Brazil as
to the ownership of the property located there. (1 AA 168.)
In 2013, Natache hired Brazilian Attorney Adimilson Barbosa da
Silva (“da Silva”) in order to assist with litigation to remove tenants at the
Quatrini Bianchi property. (1 AA 168.) In August 2015, Mr. da Silva
informed Natache that she owed him a great deal of money in legal fees,
and in 2017 Natache’s agent, her mother, signed an agreement to repay Mr.
da Silva. (1 AA 169.) There was a dispute over the payment, and in
October 2017 an agreement was presented to the Brazilian court in which
Natache signed over the Quatrini Bianchi property to Mr. da Silva as
payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him. (1 AA 169.) At no time
after the granting of the property to Mr. da Silva did Natache notify Tim
14

that she and her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to Mr.
da Silva. (1 AA 169.) Tim only discovered the existence of this
conveyance in late November or early December 2017 when his Brazilian
attorney went to execute the transfer of the property to Tim per the power
of attorney. (1 AA 169.) It was at this point that Tim’s attorney was
informed by the authorities that the property had already been transferred to
Mr. da Silva. (1 AA 169.) Natache testified that she did not know her
mother was signing these documents, however, the Court did not find
Natache credible. (1 AA 169.)
F. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on September 21, 2018
Pursuant to the Minute Order, at the ex parte hearing held on
September 21, 2018, the trial court was in receipt of Natache’s Proposed
Statement on Appeal, which she filed on August 21, 2018. (1 RA 23.) The
Court was also in receipt of Tim’s proposed settled statement, which
included a redlined version with proposed corrections and a DVD. (1 RA
23.) The Court set a hearing for October 12, 2018 at 8:45 a.m. in
Department 17 in order to review and correct the proposed statement,
pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.137(f)(1). (1 RA 23.) In particular,
the Court ordered the parties to explain at the hearing how they created
their respective summaries and provide the Court with a true copy of any
“recordings” that may have formed the basis for the settled statement or
15

proposed corrections. (1 RA 23.) The Court ordered that any such
recordings should be accompanied by a declaration signed under penalty of
perjury of the individual who made the recording with an explanation of the
circumstances of the recording. (1 RA 23.) No such recordings or
declarations were provided to the Court. (See Register of Actions, 20-21.)
G. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on October 12, 2018
Pursuant to the ex parte order, on October 12, 2018 the trial court
held the hearing regarding the proposed settled statements presented by the
parties. (1 RA 24.) The trial court found that Natache had telephonically
recorded the proceedings, in violation of California Rule of Court 1.150. (1
RA 24.) The trial court find that neither the trial court, nor Tim, were
aware that Natache was recording these hearings. (1 RA 24.)
III.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. The January 16, 2018 Hearing
This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.
(1 CT 4-21.) Both parties were sworn in, but only Tim testified at this
hearing. No other witnesses were sworn in or testified at the hearing.
Tim’s attorney, Julia Kaemerle, claimed that the Court had reserved
jurisdiction over the issue of sanctions since June 2017. (1 CT 6.)
Attorney Kaemerle further stated that the Court again reserved on the issue
of fees and sanctions in August 2017 and these issues were originally set to
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be heard on January 24, 2018. (1 CT 7.) The Court agreed with Attorney
Kaemerle, stating that the August 29, 2017 Findings and Order After
Hearing indicated that the Court had in fact reserved over the issues of fees
and sanctions since the original June hearing. (1 CT 8.) The Court allowed
the parties to submit supplemental declarations for the Court to further
consider the issues of sanctions and/or fees within 10 days of the next
hearing. (1 CT 11-12.)
The Court reserved jurisdiction over the issue of Tim’s request for
sanctions and fees until March because the Court did not have testimony
from Attorney Kaemerle regarding the fees that Tim incurred. (1 CT 20.)
The Court tentatively ruled that there would be sanctions for $30,000 at a
minimum, but the Court would still need to review translated documents
regarding Tim’s legal expenses in California and Brazil, expenses related to
the house, and any information shown in the declarations and the parties’
income and expense declarations. (1 CT 20-21.)
B. The March 12, 2018 Hearing
This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.
(1 CT 22-33.) Both parties were sworn in and testified. No other witnesses
were sworn in or testified at the hearing. The Court provided a tentative
ruling of $30,000 in sanctions against Natache in addition to costs/expenses
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for the attorney in Brazil, in California, and for costs related to transferring
the house to Tim’s name. (1 CT 22.)
At this hearing, Tim testified that he has incurred close to $80-90k in
attorney fees in California. (1 CT 23.) He further testified that his attorney
fees in Brazil are ongoing, but thus far he has incurred close to $16k in
fees. (1 CT 23.) These Brazilian attorney fees did not include the cost of
translating documents. (1 CT 24.) Tim estimated that the cost of the
translated documents was “easily $1,000 to $2,000.” (1 CT 24.) Tim
further testified that he anticipated incurring around $8k in fees to transfer
the Brazilian property to his name. (1 CT 24.)
Tim further testified that he will owe his Brazilian attorney, Ms.
Bischoff future attorney fees in an amount approximately equal to 20% the
value of his Brazilian home. (1 CT 24-25.) Tim stated that when he last
checked the value of the home it was worth approximately $130k. (1 CT
26.) Tim stated that he has also spent, on average, $2,000 in flights and
accommodations for each court hearing he attended in San Diego. (1 CT
26.)
Regarding the lawsuit against Natache and her attorney in Brazil,
Tim stated that this lawsuit would cost him additional expenses “anywhere
from $4,000 to $8,000.” (1 CT 29.)
C. The March 29, 2018 Hearing
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This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.
(1 CT 33-87.) Both parties were sworn in and testified. Tim appeared for
this hearing via CourtCall. No other witnesses were sworn in or testified at
the hearing. (1 CT 33.)
When asked if he incurred any additional fees not mentioned in the
last hearing, Tim testified that he believed he incurred an additional $7-8k
in fees from the last hearing. (1 CT 36.) Tim further testified that he
previously had spent $1,500-2,000 on getting court documents translated,
but now that cost has increased to $5,300. (1 CT 36.) Tim also had to miss
34 vacation days in order to attend the Court proceedings. (1 CT 36.)
Tim testified that he has incurred $19k in legal fees related to
transferring the house in Brazil to his name. (1 CT 36.) Tim stated that
these legal fees are ongoing, and that if he were able to transfer the house
back into his name at this moment he would pay an additional $10k for the
transfer. (1 CT 36.) Tim further stated that he would be responsible for
any property taxes that are due on the house. (1 CT 36.)
Tim re-stated that he spends approximately $2,000 on flights and
accommodations for these court hearings, and thus far he has spent $18k.
(1 CT 37.) Tim has lost 34 days of vacations in order to be present at the
hearings, and he testified that 34 days of vacation would be the equivalent
to almost $9,000. (1 CT 37.)
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Attorney Kaemerle stated that, per Eva Bischoff’s declaration, Tim
has also paid for additional expenses related to the litigation. (1 CT 43.)
Tim confirmed that the expenses listed on Ms. Bischoff’s declaration were
accurate and that he paid for those expenses. (1 CT 43.) Tim has paid
$24,127 in fees to Ms. Bischoff and he expects to pay approximately
$6,000-8,000 in additional fees depending on how long the litigation lasts.
(1 CT 43.)
The trial court stated that because Tim testified to an estimate of his
expense , it would admit Exhibit M into evidence. (1 CT 44.) At Attorney
Kaemerle’s request, the trial court admitted Tim’s January 10, 2018 and
February 27, 2018 declarations into evidence. (1 CT 44.) Attorney
Marangi did not object to these declarations being entered into evidence. (1
CT 44.)
Attorney Marangi argued that the trial court’s jurisdiction regarding
sanctions is limited to conduct that occurred after the June 2017 hearing. (1
CT 82.) Attorney Marangi did, however, acknowledge that the trial court
reserved over the issue of attorney fees. (1 CT 82.) The trial court
corrected Attorney Marangi, stating that it had reserved over “fees and
sanctions” and that the Court did not issue sanctions against either party “at
this time.” (1 CT 82-83.) Then, in August, the trial court stated that it is
reserving over “fees and sanctions.” (1 CT 82-83.)
20

IV.

ARGUMENT

A. Standard of Review
“We review any findings of fact that formed the basis for the award
of sanctions under a substantial evidence standard of review.” (In re
Marriage of Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1226.”) The ultimate
question of whether or not the record supports an award of $200,000 in
sanctions under Family Code section 271 is a question of substantial
evidence. However, to the extent this court is required to interpret Family
Code section 271 in determining what constitutes “attorney fees and costs,”
such statutory interpretation requires de novo review.
i. Application of Implied Findings
Natache repeatedly makes reference to the trial court’s oral
comments as though they were actual findings made by the trial court.
However, this Court may only consider the factual findings contained in the
trial court’s statement of decision. Natache cannot use the trial court’s oral
statements to undermine the trial court’s ruling.
“Because we review the correctness of the order, and not the court's
reasons, we will not consider the court's oral comments or use them to
undermine the order ultimately entered.” (In re Marriage of Bodo (2011)
198 Cal.App.4th 373, 392.)
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“[W]here there are no express findings, we must review the trial
court's exercise of discretion based on implied findings that are supported
by substantial evidence.” (Fair v. Bakhtiari (2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 1135,
1148–1149.)
“There are instances in which a court's oral comments may be
valuable in illustrating the trial judge's theory, but they may never be used
to impeach the order or judgment on appeal [Citation.] This is because a
trial court retains inherent authority to change its decision, its findings of
fact, or its conclusions of law at any time before entry of judgment and
then, the judgment supersedes any memorandum or tentative decision or
any oral comments from the bench.” (Shaw v. County of Santa Cruz (2008)
170 Cal.App.4th 229, 268.)
The statement of decision does not contain any explanation on how
the trial court calculated the $200,000 attorney fee and sanction award.
Further, Natache did not make any objections to this lack of specificity.
Therefore, this Court must look to the entirety of the record, and not just the
portions identified by the court’s oral statements, in determining whether
the order is supported by substantial evidence.
B. The Appellate Court Must Presume that the Trial Court Received
Evidence That Support its Findings Because the Record of Oral
Proceedings is Incomplete
22

“A judgment or order of the lower court is presumed correct. All
intendments and presumptions are indulged to support it on matters as to
which the record is silent.” (Rossiter v. Benoit (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 706,
712.)
“The reviewing court will presume that the record in an appeal
includes all matters material to deciding the issues raised. If the appeal
proceeds without a reporter's transcript, this presumption applies only if the
claimed error appears on the face of the record.” (Cal. Rules of Court,
8.163.)
“It is not presumed, in the absence of the oral proceedings being
made a part of the record on appeal pursuant to one of the methods
provided for by the Rules, that the record on appeal contains all matter
material to the determination of the appeal. Therefore, [a reviewing court]
must presume that the trial court received evidence which would support its
findings.” (Pfleg v. Pfleg (1959) 168 Cal.App.2d 53, 56.)
“A proper record includes a reporter's transcript or a settled
statement of any hearing leading to the order being challenged on appeal.”
(See Null v. City of Los Angeles (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 1528, 1532; Berg v.
Investors Real Estate Loan Co. (1962) 207 Cal.App.2d 808, 817–818; Utz
v. Aureguy (1952) 109 Cal.App.2d 803, 806–807.)
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Here, the record on appeal only includes a record of oral proceedings
for 3 out of the 5 hearings where the trial court adduced evidence for the
$200,000 sanction order currently being challenged. Despite live testimony
being presented at the hearing on June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017,
Natache did not provide a record of oral proceedings for either of these
hearings. In the absence of a complete record of oral proceedings, this
Court is required to assume that the $200,000 sanctions order made
pursuant to Family Code section 271 was supported by substantial
evidence.
i. As The Oral Proceedings Held on June 13, 2017 and August 29,
2017 Are Absent from the Record, Natache’s Appeal Must Fail
Because This Court is Required to Conclusively Presume that
the $200,000 Sanction Award is Supported by Substantial
Evidence
“Absence of a record of the oral proceedings (a) bars appellant from
claiming the evidence was insufficient to support the judgment or raising
any other evidentiary issues and (b) also precludes a determination that the
trial court abused its discretion.[Aguilar v. Avis Rent A Car System,
Inc. (1999) 21 C4th 121, 132, 87 CR2d 132, 140; Parker v. Harbert (2012)
212 CA4th 1172, 1178, 151 CR3d 642, 647; see Elena S. v. Kroutik (2016)
247 CA4th 570, 575-576, 202 CR3d 318, 322—absence of reporter's
transcript barred appellant from denying that he orally stipulated on record
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to trial before court commissioner.]” (Eisenenberg, Cal. Prac. Guide: Civil
Appeals & Writs, (The Rutter Group 2017 § 4:45.)
“It is elementary and fundamental that [absent a record of oral
proceedings], the appellate court must conclusively presume that the
evidence is ample to sustain the findings.” (Ehrler v. Ehrler (1981) 126
Cal.App.3d 147, 154; Winkelman v. City of Tiburon (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d
834, 841.)
Natache ostensibly believes that the only hearings concerning the
issue of sanctions took place on January 16, 2018 and March 12 and 29,
2018. Accordingly, the settled statement on appeal only provides a record
for those three days. This belief is misplaced.
On June 13, 2017, both parties were sworn and examined. (1 RA 4.)
Per the Findings and Order After Hearing (“FOAH”) regarding the June 13,
2017 hearing, the trial court continued the matter “for further hearing” until
August 29, 2017. (1 RA 7.) The FOAH stated that the court “reserves
jurisdiction over Attorney Fee’s and Sanctions until the Review Hearing”
of August 29, 2017. (1 RA 9.) This FOAH was explicitly based on the
“evidence” presented to the trial court. (1 RA 8.)
On August 29, 2017, the parties were sworn and examined. (1 RA
10.) Pursuant to the FOAH for the August 29, 2017 hearing, the trial court
continued the matter for further hearing until January 16, 2018. (1 RA 12.)
25

The trial court set a “review hearing regarding disposition of HSBC
account and stocks as well as sanctions requests.” (1 RA 12.) The order
also provided that the “Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and
attorney fee requests until the Review Hearing” of January 16, 2018. (1 RA
14.) Natache’s record of oral proceedings begins with the January 16, 2018
hearing, despite the issue of sanctions being litigated at the 2017 hearings.
This FOAH also explicitly stated that it was based on the “evidence”
presented.
In addition to the FOAH, the Settled Statement for the hearing on
January 16, 2018 also demonstrates that the trial court reserved jurisdiction
on the issue of sanctions beginning at the June 2017 hearing and that the
trial court considered the evidence adduced at that hearing. Attorney
Kaemerle stated, “At the hearing in June the Court reserved on fees and
sanctions for both parties.” (1 CT 8.) The trial court, responding, stated
“Okay I see from the August 29 that I reserved from the June hearing.” (1
CT 8.)
Furthermore, the Settled Statement for the March 29, 2018 hearing
further supports that the hearing on sanctions began back in 2017. Attorney
Marangi argued that “[T]he court’s jurisdiction regarding sanctions is
limited to conduct after June of 2017” although he acknowledges that “The
court did…reserve over the issue of attorney’s fees. The court specifically
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carried that issue forward to the next review hearing.” (1 CT 82; emphasis
in original.) The trial court corrected Attorney Marangi adding that it also
reserved jurisdiction over “fees and sanctions.” (1 CT 82; emphasis
added.) The trial court further clarified what evidence it was considering
when it stated, “Hold on. ‘Court does not issue sanctions against either
party at this time.’ Then in August I said I’m reserving over fees and
sanctions.” (1 CT 83; emphasis added.)
As seen above, the Settled Statement provides that the trial court was
considering the evidence relating to sanctions from both the June 13, 2017
and the August 29, 2017 hearings. Therefore, the parties were put on notice
that the Court would be considering all evidence presented, including
testimony from the June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017 hearings.
Since Natache did not provide a record of oral proceedings for the
June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017 hearing and since the parties testified at
these hearings, this Court must assume that the evidence presented on those
days support the trial court’s ultimate finding of $200,000 in sanctions.
Accordingly, since Natache is only challenging whether or not
substantial evidence supports the $200,000 sanction awards, her appeal
must fail.
C. Family Code section 271 Permits the Court to Include Future
Attorney Fees and Costs in Making a Sanctions Award
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Natache argues that the plain language of Family Code section 271
unambiguously precludes the trial court from considering future attorney
fees and costs in making an award for sanctions. She errs.
“As in any case involving statutory interpretation, our fundamental
task here is to determine the Legislature's intent so as to effectuate the law's
purpose. [Citation.] We begin by examining the statute's words, giving
them a plain and commonsense meaning. [Citation.]” (People v.
Murphy (2001) 25 Cal.4th 136, 142, 105 Cal.Rptr.2d 387, 19 P.3d 1129.)
“‘When the language of a statute is clear, we need go no further.’
[Citation.] But where a statute's terms are unclear or ambiguous, we may
‘look to a variety of extrinsic aids, including the ostensible objects to be
achieved, the evils to be remedied, the legislative history, public policy,
contemporaneous administrative construction, and the statutory scheme of
which the statute is a part.’ ” (People v. Harrison (2013) 57 Cal.4th 1211,
1221–22.)
“[T]he intent of the Legislature is the end and aim of all statutory
construction. [Citations.]” (Title Ins. & Trust Co. v. County of
Riverside (1989) 48 Cal.3d 84, 95.)
“‘If there is no ambiguity in the language of the statute, ‘then the
Legislature is presumed to have meant what it said, and the plain meaning
of the language governs.” ’ [Citation.] “‘Therefore, if a statute is
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unambiguous, it must be applied according to its terms. Judicial
construction is neither necessary nor permitted.’” [Citation.] On the other
hand, ‘[w]e need not follow the plain meaning of a statute when to do so
would ‘frustrate[ ] the manifest purposes of the legislation as a whole or
[lead] to absurd results.’ [Citations.]” (Guardianship of Elan E. (2000) 85
Cal.App.4th 998, 1001.)
Unlike Civil Procedure section 2023.030 discussed below, nothing
in Family Code section 271 makes clear whether sanctions are limited to
past fees and costs. Therefore, it is appropriate for the Court to resort to
extrinsic aids.
In Tucker v. Pacific Bell Mobile Services, the Court determined
whether discovery sanctions as allowed under Civil Procedure section
2023.030 precluded the trial court from considering future attorney fees
and/or costs in making its award. The Court concluded that the trial court
could not make an award of future attorney fees and costs because of
explicit language in the statute forbidding such awards.
“The court may impose a monetary sanction ordering that one
engaging in the misuse of the discovery process, or any attorney advising
that conduct, or both pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees,
incurred by anyone as a result of that conduct. (Code Civ. Proc., §
2023.030; emphasis added.)
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“Here, the use of the past tense—‘incurred’—in section
2023.030 suggests the individual seeking sanctions must have already
become liable for those expenses before those expenses can be awarded
as sanctions. (Tucker v. Pacific Bell Mobile Services (2010) 186
Cal.App.4th 1548, 1563; emphasis added.) The Court relied exclusively on
the existence of the word “incurred” in concluding that past attorney fees
and costs were not contemplated.
“It is a settled rule of statutory construction that where a statute, with
reference to one subject contains a given provision, the omission of such
provision from a similar statute concerning a related subject is significant to
show that a different legislative intent existed with reference to the different
statutes.” (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority v.
Alameda Produce Market, LLC (2011) 52 Cal.4th 1100, 1108;
San Diegans for Open Government v. City of San Diego (2015) 242
Cal.App.4th 416, 429.)
Unlike Code of Civil Procedure section 2023.030, Family Code
section 271 contains no language whatsoever limiting attorney fees and
costs to those already incurred. It merely states “[a]n award of attorney’s
fees and costs pursuant to this section is in the nature of a sanction.”
Further, the aims of “the ostensible objects to be achieved, the evils
to be remedied [and] public policy” all strongly augur in favor of allowing
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the trial court to consider future attorney fees and costs. Since one of the
express purposes of Family Code section 271 is to “reduce the cost of
litigation,” it follows that requiring litigants to come back to court again
and again because they have to wait for certain costs to be incurred is
inapposite to the letter and the spirit of the statute.
D. On this record, substantial evidence supports a Family Code section
271 sanction of $200,000. Should This Court find Otherwise, a Remand
is Appropriate.
Per the following table, the principal of attorney fees and costs add
up to $189,427.
Attorney Fee or

Amount 1

Cost

Record
Citation

California

$90,000

1 CT 23

$26,000

1 CT 24-25

Attorney
20% of Brazilian
Home Value owed to

1

($130,000 * 0.2)

If an estimated range is provided in the record, the higher number

is provided in the table, in accordance with the doctrine of implied findings.
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Brazilian Attorney
Additional Fees

$8,000

1 CT 36

$5,300

1 CT 36

$10,000

1 CT 36

$18,000

1 CT 37

$24,127

1 CT 43

$8,000

1 CT 43

$9,000

1 AA 129

to California Attorney
since March 12, 2018
hearing
Document
Translation
Fee to transfer
home back into Tim’s
name
Travel Expenses
for Court Hearings
Attorney Fees
Incurred with Brazilian
Lawyer
Additional
expected attorney fees
Delinquent
Property Taxes
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The Court also could have properly assumed that several thousand
dollars in attorney fees and costs had been by incurred by Tim on the final
day of the hearing.
The Court, may also include interest in determining Family Code
section 271 sanctions. A trial court is “within its discretion under section
271 to award interest on [an] unpaid attorney fee bill as an additional fee
imposed by his attorney.” (Sagonowsky v. Kekoa (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th
1142, 1156–1157.) With interest accounted for, the $200,000 threshold is
easily met.
i. In The Event This Court Does Not Find That The $200,000
Sanctions Award is Supported by Substantial Evidence, this
Court should Remand.
A Family Code section 271 sanction need not “be limited to the cost
to the other side resulting from the bad conduct.” (In re Marriage of
Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1226.)
“[I]t is of no moment whether some of the [Family Code section
271) sanctions can be pigeonholed outside of…costs that directly resulted
from [the sanctionable] conduct.” (In re Marriage of Falcone &
Fyke (2012) 203 Cal.App.4th 964, 991.)
In the event this Court, does not reach the $200,000 figure, the case
should be remanded so that the trial court can take evidence of further
attorney fees and costs, as the Family Code section 271 fee award does not
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have to be limited to the costs from the recent litigation. Since Tim spent
well in excess of $200,000 in attorney fees and costs since the beginning of
the divorce, Tim will easily be able to show $200,000 in fees and costs
expended since the beginning of the divorce in 2013 (See Register of
Actions, 1-23).
E. Natache Should be Disentitled from Pursing Her Appeal Because of
Her Blatant Violation of the Court’s Order and Processes.
Appellate courts have the inherent power to dismiss or stay an
appeal taken by a party who has willfully disobeyed court orders in the
action. (TMS, Inc. v. Aihara (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 377, 379; Alioto Fish
Co., Ltd. V. Alioto (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 1669, 1682-1683.) “The rationale
upon which [appellate] relief is denied is that it would be a flagrant abuse
of the principles of equity and of the due administration of justice to
consider the demands of a party who becomes a voluntary actor before a
court and seeks its aid while he stands in contempt of its legal orders and
processes.” (Stone v. Bach (1978) 80 Cal.App.3d 442, 444.)
The appellate court’s power to dismiss an appeal in this way is based
on “fundamental equity and is not to be frustrated by technicalities, such as
the absence of a formal citation and judgment of contempt.” (In re
Marriage of Hofer (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 454, 460.)
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“Appellate disentitlement…is not a jurisdictional doctrine, but a
discretionary tool that may be applied when the balance of the equitable
concerns make it a proper sanction...” (People v. Puluc–Sique (2010) 182
Cal.App.4th 894, 897; San Francisco Unified School District ex. rel.
Contreras v. First Student, Inc. (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1212, 1239.)
The disentitlement doctrine “is not limited to cases in which the
appellant is in violation of the order from which he or she appeals, but
rather may also apply to cases in which the appellant has violated orders
other than the one from which the appeal has been taken.” (In re
E.M. (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th 467, 477.)
In this case, Natache unlawfully recorded the trial Court
proceedings, which is in direct violation of California Rule of Court 1.150.
(1 RA 24.)(“… court proceedings may not be photographed, recorded, or
broadcast.”) Rule 1.150 further states that, “[a] person proposing to use a
recording device must obtain advance permission from the
judge.”(emphasis added.)
Here, not only did Natache not obtain advance permission from the
judge and illegally record these hearings, she violated the trial court’s
orders in refusing to turn those recordings over to the Court. (1 RA 24.) In
other words, the settled statement in this case represents a necessarily
imperfect record solely because Natache refused to disclose these illegal
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recordings. The record of oral proceedings might even skewed in
Natache's favor. This Court must condemn Natache's willful disobedience
of the trial courts orders and processes. Accordingly, Natache's appeal
should be dismissed pursuant to the disentitlement doctrine.

V.

CONCLUSION

The trial court's order should be affirmed in full.

Dated:

{rJ C\'-1 }5-> d-o f ~

Respectfully submitted,

Andrew J. Botros, Esq.
Bickford Blado & Botros
Attorney for Appellant
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